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Let R be a semidistributive artinian ring. An ideal I, of R is constructed such that 
every factor ring of R/Z0 is self-dual where the ideal I,, is fairly small: for any two 
primitive idempotents e, and e2 of R the e, Re,-e,Re,-bimodule e,Z,e, is simple on 
each side. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A ring R is called self-dual, if there is a duality between the category 
mod-R of finitely generated right R-modules and the category R-mod of 
finitely generated left R-modules. Classical theorems of Azumaya (also 
found by Morita and Tachikawa) say that R is self-dual if and only if R 
is artinian and isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of a finitely generated 
injective cogenerator in mod-R. Artin algebras, commutative artinian rings, 
and QF-rings are the classical examples of self-dual rings. Besides these the 
list of artinian rings for which the question of self-duality is answered is not 
very extensive, since in general there are no handy methods to prove or 
disprove the self-duality for a given class of artinian rings. 
In [3] Azumaya conjectured that exact rings have self-duality. (He 
called a ring R exact in case R is right artinian and has a composition 
series of two-sided ideals R=I,,II, 1 . . . 2 Ik=O such that every right 
endomorphism of 1,- i/Ii, 1 < id k, is given by left multiplication with an 
element of R.) Camillo, Fuller, and Haack observed that any 
semidistributive artinian ring, i.e., an artinian ring whose indecomposable 
projective modules have distributive submodule lattices, is exact [S, p. 451. 
Whereas Azumaya’s conjecture in general is far from being solved, a 
positive answer seems possible in that special case; e.g., serial rings are 
semidistributive and known to be self-dual [6, 131; the same is true for 
rings with quivers that are trees [9], for incidence rings of finite partially 
ordered sets [ll], and for semidistributive Z-hereditary rings [4]. 
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The contribution of this paper to the problem at hand is to describe the 
existence of a self-duality for a semidistributive artinian ring looking only 
inside the ring (and not, as usually, regarding an injectivc cogenerator; see 
below). Starting from this description rather involved computations lead to 
the result announced in the abstract. 
Throughout the paper R denotes a semidistributive artinian ring. 
Without any loss of generality we will assume R to be basic. Then R is 
self-dual if and only if R is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of the 
minimal injectivc cogenerator of R (which is finitely generated) [2, 
Theorem 63. Hence for tackling the question of self-duality for R we first 
have to examine the structure of that endomorphism ring. This will be 
done in Sections 2 to 4. In Section 5 we arrive at a characterisation of 
self-duality of R in terms of R alone. Eventually we get a sufficient 
condition for R being self-dual. The desired result follows as an application 
in Section 6. Finally the awful and lengthy proofs of Sections 4 and 6 are 
postponed until Section 7 to make it easier to follow the line of our 
arguments. 
2. STRUCTIJRE PARAMETERS FOR R 
We choose and fix some data for our ring R to get a “skeleton” of it, 
which later on enables us to describe the minimal injcctive cogenerator of 
R and its endomorphism ring relative to R. 
2.1. Throughout .I denotes the Jacobson radical of R. Let I = 
e, + . + en be a decomposition of I in primitive idempotents of R. We set 
R, := e,Re,. Ri := e,Re,, and .I; := eiJe, for 1 <i, j< ?I; let c(q) denote the 
composition length of the right R,-module R,, c(i) := c(ii). Further choose 
for any 1 < i # j,< n with R, # 0 an element e. E R,\,R,, . J,; in case R,, = 0 
set ei/ := 0; for i =.j let e,, = eii := e,. In the rings Ri, 1 ,< i < n, choose p, E .I, 
with pi $ J,’ in case Jj # J,?; otherwise J, = 0, hence p, = 0. 
The key to our arguments is the fact that, according to [8, Lemma 41. 
the R,, are uniserial Ri- R,-bimodules, i.e., as well the left Ri- as the right 
R.,-modules R, arc uniserial. We summarize some simple consequences in 
the following lemma, the easy proof of which is left to the reader. Here 
l,.(Y) := {XEX: x. Y=O} (r,(X) := {-YE Y: X.):=0}) denotes the left 
(right) annihilator of Y in X (X in Y) in case a product x .y is defined for 
.Y E x, y E Y. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let 1 <i, j<n. For Ri, Ji, R,,, ei, e,i, andp, bve hme: 
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(left and right) ideals of Ri, in particular the left and right socles qf Ri 
coincide and are equal to Jf‘(” 
tions l,,(Jy) = l,(py) = J,;Ci) 
‘; for the annihilators of ideals in Ri the equa- 
m = rx,(J,?) = rx,(pm) hold. 
(b) R, = ev. R, = R, . e,i; the .&modules eij. Jy = J,!” . ev, 0 Q m < c(ij), 
form the only composition series of’ the left and of the right module R,; the 
(1eJt and right) socle of R, is e,. JTCii)-’ = Jf”“)-’ ‘e,; moreover for 
0 <m < c(ij) we have lK,(J,?. e,,) = J;(v) ..“‘, rR.(J”) = J:(“) In. e,, and 
r,,(e,i. JI”) = JJCv) m, l,,,( Jy) = eo. JJ(o)--m. 
(c) For any r E Ri there exist u, t’ E R,\J, and m E {O,..., c(i)} such that 
r=u.pm=py. U; here m is unique and u, L’ are unique modulo JcCi’ “‘. 
(d) For any r E R, there exist riE Ri, rje Rj such that r = ri’ eii= 
e . r .’ r is unique modulo JF(“’ $8 J’ I I , , r, is unique modulo J,““‘. 1 
2.3. Let 1 < i, j, k <n. Since eii. CJ,~ E R,i. RIk c R, there exists /I,,k E R, 
such that e,i .e,k = erk ./jrjk. For /Illk we find a unique natural number t(ijk), 
06 t(ijk)dc(ik), and a unit riik~ R, with /?iili=r!ik.p2ijk). (The ring 
elements bilk resp. riix are-by the lemma above-uniquely determined 
modulo JiCik’ resp. modulo J;‘“’ ‘(ijk’.) In case e, . ejk = 0 we set rVk := 0 
and t(tjk) := c(ik). 
The next lemma and the following paragraph complete the list of 
constituents for the puzzle describing the ring R and the endomorphism 
ring of its minimal injective cogenerator. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let 1 < i, j< n. 
(a) Then there is a bijection TV: R, + R, with the following properties: 
pi.x=r,(x)‘p,fur all XE Ri; ~~ induces a ring automorphism on Ri/soc(Ri); 
T, (0) = 0, zi( I ) = 1, ~~ maps units to units. 
(b) There exists a map ov: Rj-+ Ri such that the following assertions 
hold: eii. x = oi/ (x) . e,i for all x E R,; the map o,, induces a ring isomorphism 
R IJ”‘“’ + R,/J:““‘; 
J, J 
and o, maps units to units. 
Proof: (a) Since Ri. pi= p,’ Ri, for every XE Ri there exists YE Ri 
with y. p, = p, .x and vice versa; from l,,(pi) = soc( R,) = rx,(p,) it follows 
that x, y arc uniquely determined modulo soc(R,). Therefore one gets the 
map R,/soc( R,) + R,/soc( R;), X H jj, which is easily checked to be a ring 
automorphism. Now let Hc R, be a transversal for the residue classes of 
soc(Ri) in Ri with 0, 1 EH. So far we have a bijection T:: H + H with 
z:(x). pi = pi. x for all XE H. Obviously T:(O) = 0, 7,!( 1) = 1; suppose x E H 
is a unit in Ri, then T;(X). pi= pi .x4 J,?, so T,!(X) # Jj. Hence the map 
T,: Ri + Ri, x + y H T:(X) + y (x E H, y E soc(Ri)) has the desired proper- 
ties. 
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(b) As in the proof for (a) one gets from Ri. eiJ = cli. R, a map rrii: 
R, + Ri with a,(x) .c;,= e,, .x for all XE R,. According to 2.2(d), the 
element oii(x) is uniquely dctermincd modulo J,?‘!‘) by X, and x is uniquely 
determined modulo J,“‘“’ by a,(x), so ‘T,., induces a ring isomorphism as 
claimed. The last assertion is now easily seen to be true with 2.2(b). (In 
cast I = 0, i.e., eii = 0, one may choose any map Ri + Ri, which sends 
units to units.) 1 
2.5. Let 1 6 i, j d n. The map D,, induces a ring isomorphism R,:J;“” + 
RilJ,““‘. Thus we may choose a unit u,, E R, with a,(~,) E u,, . p, 
(mod J,YCti)); here u,~ is unique modulo J,?“- ‘. For c(q) d 1 or when i=.j 
we set uri := e,. (Note that rrii is the identity for all i.) 
To make tractable the enormous terms we will have to write down in 
later computations, WC introduce some special notation: For a unit 11 E R; 
and m E fV we define uCm> recursively by 
U‘ .-1 (0) ._ and U<m + 1) := uo)I>. qyu); 
moreover we set 
U-<m> := (u’““) ‘. 
The next lemma is readily proved by induction on m; note that in any case 
the map tfCi’ ““) is a ring automorphism of R;/J,““‘. 
2.6. LEMMA. For the units U,~E Ri, 1 d i, j< n, andfor m E N thefdiw- 
ing congruences hold: 
and 
a,(p,“) Es Ui”‘) . py (mod J,?(q)) 
c,,(pf,n) sT;(i)-db)(U,j~l)). p; 
rl I (mod J;““), 
where ii,, denotes the mup T:"' “““a,~;“‘-“(j’: R, -+ Ri (which will be used 
luter). 
2.7. Let us summarize: The list of puzzle pieces for the given ring R 
consists now of the elements e,, E R,j, pis R,, rllk E R,, u;, E Ri, of the 
natural numbers c(g), r(ijk), and of the maps T,: Ri-+ R,, CT,,: R,+ R, 
(1 G i, j, k Gn). Obviously R is determined (up to isomorphism) by the 
rings R, together with the composition lengths c(g), the maps crij, and the 
elements c+. ~2~~). The other ingredients will be needed to describe the 
minimal injective cogenerator of R and its endomorphism ring. 
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3. THE MINIMAL INJECTIVE COGENERATOR U, OF R 
For right (left) R-modules X, Y let (X, Y)R (,(X, Y)) denote the group 
of R-linear maps from X to Y, operating from left (right). Recall that 
(X, Y), carries the structure of a B - A-bimodule, if X is an A - R- and Y 
is a B- R-bimodule for some rings A, B. 
Now look at the Rj- R-bimodules 
U, := (Rej, Rj),.+, ldj<n. 
As a left R,-module Uj is the direct sum of the Rj- R,-bimodules lJjei. We 
identify (R,, Rj),, with its canonical image U,e, in Uj, i.e., 
Uj= Q U,e, with U,e, = (R,, Rj),, 
ISiGn 
for l<i, j<n. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let 1 < i, j< n. 
(a) Every map in Ujei is uniquely determined by its image of eu. 
(b) The map iii: R, + Rj, eij. x I-+ ~Jc(j)-‘(~) .x (x E Rj) is well defined 
and hence an element of Ujei. 
(c) The equation x. 8, = d,. CJ,,~~)-~(“(X) holds for all x E Rj. 
(d) Ujei = Rj. gij = ~2~. Ri is a uniserial Rj - R,-bimodul of length c(ij). 
ProoJ: Since R, = eij. Rj, the left Rj-module U,e, is-via the map f t, 
f (eV)-isomorphic to the ideal 
Rj . p;(j) - c(V) of Rj. 
ZR,(r,,(eij)) = Z,j(J;‘OJ) = J;(i)-c(‘i) = 
H ence (a) and (b) follow. Moreover the left Rj-module 
U,e, is uniserial and its length equals that of J;c(i)-c(U), i.e., is c(q). This 
gives Ujei = Rj. gij, since I,,($,) = J,!cn. 
To see (c) take x E Rj and set f := Zij. crii~f’~‘~““‘(x). Then 
f(e..) = qOijT;(+c(j)(X). e..) = C..(eij. T;(+c(j)(x)) 
= ,;(A - did . ,f(ii) - c(i)(,) = x _ ,;(A ~ 47) 
=x .Gv(ev). 
Therefore f(eii) = x. ZG(e,), which shows (c) according to (a). 
From (c) the equation U,e, = 12~. Ri follows immediately, whence the 
right R,-module U,e, is isomorphic to Ri/rR,(GV). This together with U,e, = 
Rj. 6, yields (d). 1 
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The rings R;, 1 < i 6 n, are local and serial, in particular they are self- 
injective. Hence the Ui are injective right R-modules [ 1, Example 19.143. 
They are the injective hulls of the simple right modules of R as well: 
3.2. COROLLARY. (a) Let 1 d j< n. The right R-module U, is the injec- 
tice hull of ei R/ej J and is of finite length xi c( ij). 
(b) U := U, LI ... LI U, is the minimal injectice cogenerator in Mod-R. 
Proof: What remains to be shown is that the socle of U, is isomorphic 
to q, R/e, J ( 1 < j < n). But 
soc( UI)R = l,;(J) = {J‘E U,: JG he(f)} 
= {f’e Ujej: JGke(f)} =J,?’ ’ .P,, 
z ej R/e, J, 
since R is basic and so R,c J for i # j. 1 
4. THE ENDOMORPHISM RING S OF U 
The next aim is to get a description of the endomorphism ring of the 
minimal injective cogenerator only depending on the parameters of R. 
From now on we set S := (U, U),, S, := (U,, U,)N, and Si := S,; for 1 <i, 
j<n. We identify the S, with their images in S under the map f I-+ 
inia.f 0 pr,, where in,: cl; + U (pri: Ui -+ U) denotes canonical injection 
(projection) along LIi,, Uk (1 < id n). In particular the identity of Si is 
identified with P, := ini0 pie S; 1 = P, + . . + Z, is a decomposition into 
primitive idempotents; S, = 2,~ S 3 Pi and S,, = e’, 3 S 3 2, for 1 < i, j d n. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let 1 <i, j<n. 
(a) Euery map in S, is uniquely determined by its image qf 6,. 
(b) There exists one and only one mup Pi, E S, with 
&(Q = py-“‘“’ . i,,. 
(c) Let G,: R,+ Ri be the map ~~(“-c(ii’~,,r~(Y’~ c(.i’. Then 
Do.x=c?li(x).Pti for all XE R,, 
ond c?~ induces u ring isomorphism RI/J,? + R,fJ,?‘j’. 
(d) S, = Ri. 2, = 2,. Rj is a uniserial Ri - R,-bimodule of length c(ij). 
(e) The map tci: Ri+ Si, XH x.Z,, is a ring isomorphism. 
(f) ~~P~=~~(x)~P~unde’,/~y=~?,~tc~(y)forallx~R~, yeRj. 
481/135/l-6 
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Proof According to [7, Lemma 2.13, for every R,-linear map 
CTjei + iJ,ei there exists one and only one map Ui + Ui, which restricts to 
the former. The map 
( ujei, Uiei),, + (li,, “i)X (4.2) 
defined this way is an isomorphism of R, - R,-bimodules. Further the 
bimodule Uie, = Ri .C, = sli. R, is isomorphic to Ri, whence the Ri- R,- 
bimodulcs R** := (Cii. Ri, R,)R, = ( Ujei, R,)R, and ( rYjei, U,e,),, 
isomorphic as ‘well. So we get the isomorphism of bimodules 
are 
cp: R;* + S,, j-H (i?,Hf’(i?ij). Pi,). 
This proves (a). 
(b) and (c) The left R,-module R:* is-via the map fw.f(iijb 
isomorphic to the ideal .I~“‘-“‘“’ = R, . pi C(i)-C(rJ). So in R$* there exists 
exactly one map g with 
g(@-,) = p;“’ - c(v), 
and we get R$* = Ri .g. Moreover R$* and hence S, are uniserial as left 
R, -modules with composition length c( ij). 
Let XE R,. Using Lemma 3.2(c) one computes 
(g .x)(6,) = g(x .C,) = g(C,. a&“‘-- “j’(X)) 
= p;(r)- c(u) . a,r;(ij) c(j)(x) 
= Tf(i) - d~)~,~;(v)- 4i)(x) . g(i) c(U) 
= c,(~). pf(i)-~(“) = c~(~). g(;i,) 
= (C,,(x). g)(C,). 
From this g .x = Co(x). g follows for all x E R,. Now define 
P, := q(g). 
We get 
a,(;,) = cp(g)(P,) = g(dg) . Eii = p;“’ <“G) . ;ii, 
and the equation in (c) is easily verified. The map Zii induces a ring 
isomorphism as stated, since z:“) ‘(li) and ~5”‘) “‘) in any case induce ring 
automorphisms of R,jJf’“’ and of RljJ;‘q’, :esp. 
(d) From R,T*= R,. g WC get S,, = cp(R,r*) = R,. q(g) = R, .e’,. Now 
(d) follows immediately from (c). 
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(e) and (f) From [7, Lemma 2.11 we know that in case i=.j the 
bimodule isomorphism (4.2) is a ring isomorphism 
(uiei, Uiei)/& + (U,, U,)R. 
The map 
Ri + (Uiei, UierjR, x-x.? 
is a ring isomorphism, too. Obviously rci is the composition of these two 
isomorphisms, which gives (e). Finally (f) is checked immediately. 1 
As the bimodules R, are given by the parameters c(u) and cri now the 
bimodules S, are given by the c(v) and 8’ii up to isomorphism. To lit 
together the whole ring S = @ i,i Ri. E,, we have to know the compositions 
* - ci, 0 cjk, 1 < i, j, k < n. Since P, 3 Zjk E Sik = R, . gik, there exists 6, E R, such 
that E, 0 gjk = ho, .P,. The next proposition presents such elements 6,. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let 1 < i, j, k <n. Moreover, let r := rrrk and 
t := t(ijk) as in 2.3 defined. Then 
with 
where 
3, .- .1 
/ .- lijk 
:=6,(p).,;(i) -4ii)(ll,j~+4V) -CC/~))), 
The ring element yijk is a unit of Ri. 
For the proof see 7.2 in Section 7. 
To close this section let us compare the parameters of the rings R and 
S: The rings Ri and Si are isomorphic, the R,- Rj-bimodules R, are 
uniserial of length c(o), the same holds for the S, - S,-bimodules S, (1 d i, 
j 6 n). In particular S is a semidistributive artinian ring [S, Lemma 43. For 
1 < i, j, k < n and t := t([jk) we have R,. Rjk = JI. Rik (see the definition of 
t(ijk) in 2.3), and from the last proposition we derive Sljc S,, = Ri. j’ijk. 
pi. P, = Jf. 0, = J(S,)‘o e’jk. So far we have seen that the rings R and S are 
rather “similar.” 
5. SEWDUAIJTY FOR R IN TERMS OF THE STRWTC‘RE PARAMETERS 
Suppose D is a duality mod-R + R-mod. Then there is a permutation 71 
of the indices 1, . . . . n with D(e,RjeiJ)% Re,ci)iJe,ci,. In case n equals the 
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identity the duality D is called weakly symmetric. If there exists a weakly 
symmetric self-duality mod-R + R-mod, we call the ring R weakly 
symmetric se!f-dual. 
5.1. Remark. Let n be a permutation of the indices 1, . . . . n. Then the 
following two assertions are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a duality D: mod-R --f R-mod with 
D(eiR/eiJ) z Re,Ci,/Je,Ci, for l<i<n. 
(ii) There exists a ring isomorphism @: R + S with 
@(e,ci,) = zi for l<i<n. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). Let D be a duality like in (i). Then U has a R-R- 
bimodule structure, such that D is naturally equivalent with the functor 
(-, (i),. Setting H := x( -, U): R-mod -+ mod-R we have 
H(Re,(i,/Je,Ci,) z Ho D(eiR/eiJ) 2 e,R/eiJ, 
and hence 
U, 2 H(Re,(,J = u(Re,(i), U) z e,(i) U. 
So we get an isomorphism 
of right R-modules with X(eXtij U) = Ui. 
Now the composition of the ring isomorphism R + S, r H (U I-+ ru) with 
the ring automorphism S + S, ft+ xcfc x-l yields the desired map @. 
(ii) * (i). Make U via r . u := @(r)(u), r E R, u E U, a R - R-bimodule. 
Then 
encij U = @(ezCi,)( U) = ?i( U) 2 Ui (1 <idn). 
For the duality H := R( -, U): R-mod + mod-R 
H( Re,,,,) = R(Re,ci), U) 2 ezCi, U 2 Ui (1 di<n) 
holds, from which it follows that 
H( Re,(;,/Je,(,,) z e,R/e,J. 
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Therefore with the duality D := (-, U), we arrive at 
D(e,R/eiJ) z Do H(Re,(i,/Je,(i,) z Re,q(i,!Je,,i,. 1 
Growing out of the similarities of the rings R and S we have seen at the 
end of Section 4 there is some evidence to assume that, if there is any ring 
isomorphism R + S, there even could be one which maps e; to 0, 
( 1 6 i < n). That means, if R is self-dual, it even would be weakly symmetric 
self-dual. In fact all semidistributive artinian rings, which up to now are 
known to be self-dual, are weakly symmetric self-dual. So the following 
proposition considers only this special case of self-duality. How to charac- 
terise the existence of an arbitrary self-duality for R will then be clear, too. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. The ring R is weakly symmetric se[f-dual if and oniy 
if there are ring automorphisms ‘pi of Ri and units w0 E Ri, 1 < i # j < n, such 
that the two assertions (wssdl) and (wssd2) hold. 
(wssdl ) For all x E R,, 1 < i # j < n with c(ij) > 0 the congruence 
cp,a,(x).Ml,j~Wi,.~.ij(Pi(X) (mod J;(“J) 
is sati$ed. 
(wssd2) For all 1 d i # j # k 4 n with t( ijk) < c( ik) the congruence 
w.. e..(M’.k) .y... . p!‘Vk’ gr rJ J r/h I 
z v~(o;~(~~~). u~(~j~-)> . p;(Vk)). w,k (mod J;‘“‘) 
is satisfied. 
Proof: “Only if.” Let R be weakly symmetric self-dual and let 
@: R -+ S be a ring isomorphism with @(ei) = e”, for 1 <i< n. Then @ 
induces bijections R, -+ S, and in particular ring isomorphisms Qi: Ri -+ Si 
(1 fi,jbn). If we set 
(Pi:=K;-‘o@ji (1 di<n), 
where K~: R, + S, is as in 4.1 (e), the (pi are ring automorphisms of Ri with 
Because we have 
@, = Ki3 C/l, (18idn). 
Ri. 67, = S, = @(R,) = @(R, . ev) = Ri. @(e,), 
we can choose units wi, E Ri such that 
@(ev) = WV. P, (1 Gi,j<n). 
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(wssdl) Assume 1 <i#j<n, c(g)>O, XER,. Using 4.1(c) one finds 
@(e, .x) = @(eJ 0 Q(x) = wi/. c,z q,(x). iTj 
= wii.&jcpj(x) .P,. 
On the other hand 
@(e,.x) = @(a,(x) -eg) = @(a,(x)) 2 @(ei,) 
=cpiaii(x).e’icwii.e’ij=cp,o,(x).,v,.~,. 
The left annihilator of P, in Ri is the ideal .I;(‘“. Hence the equation 
cppT,(x) .wii. c, = wrj. e#p,(x). zti 
leads to the desired congruence. 
(wssd2) Assume 1~ i # j # k Q n, r := auk, ‘/ := yijk, and t := t(ijk). The 
same argument as before together with the following chain of equations 
gives the proof: 
= wij.P,~w,,.~j~=~(e,)~~(ej~) 
= @(eovejk) = @(e,.a.p:) 
& @(dik(a). u2’ . Pi *eik) 
= O(crJa) .u,<k’> . pi) 0 @(eik) 
= cP.(a.,(a).u,jf>.p!).~.~.P~ I I I I I, 
Proof of “if.” Let ring automorphisms (pi of Ri and units W,,E Ri be 
given such that (wssdl ) and (wssd2) hold, and define the B-linear map 
CD: R-+S, x.eowcpi(x).wil.Pij (1 <i, j<n). 
(Here, set wii := e;.) Then for 1 6 i, j,<n, XE Ri, YE Rj we find 
@(x.eu.y) = ~(x.(Tri(Y).eii)=cpi(x).cpiaii(y).wii.~ij 
(~~~,,)cpi(X)~~,~~,cp,(Y)~~, 
(4,~c)) Vi(x)‘wij’pij’Vj(Y) 
= O(x)O@(e,i)c@(y). 
If I = c(ik), then eij . ejk equals zero; so t?, c gjk = 0 by 4.3, hence 
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@(ci,)o@(eik) =O. For t < c(ik) we get from (wssd2). once more using 
4.1(c), 4.3, 2.6, and (wssdl), 
@(e, . e,k) = @(e,j) .I @(e,,). 
Therefore @ is a ring homomorphism. Obviously @ is bijective and 
@(pi) = r’,, whence R is weakly symmetric self-dual. 1 
5.3. At this point we arc able to conclude the existence of a weakly 
symmetric self-duality if R is a serial ring. For in this case the structure 
parameters of R can be chosen satisfying 
a,jk = ek, c-TsTj = T$T,,’ uil = e,. 
and 
r: ‘(I’ is a ring automorphism of R, 
for all ldi,j,kdn, where c:=max{c(i):Ididnj (see [6] or [13]). 
Now the congruences (wssdl ) and (wssd2) are easily deduced, if we set 
for 1 6 i, .i < n. 
nJii := er and qJi := T: ((‘1 
5.4. Assume that the rings Ri all are skew fields. Then the prime 
elements pi (1 < i < n) equal 0, the identity 1; of R, is an appropriate choice 
for TV, and WC may set ulj :=e,. With these structure parameters the 
congruences (wssdl) and (wssd2) above are verified straight forward tak- 
ing 
w,, := e, and cpj:=ll, 
for 1 d i, i< II. Thus in this case we deduce weakly symmetric self-duality 
for R from 5.2 without any effort, a result which also is covered by 
[ 12, Corollary 8.31, which moreover follows from Theorem 6.2 below and 
generalizes [4, Theorem lo]. 
6. SELF-DUAJJTY FOR FACTOR RINGS OF R 
Now we are in a position to prove the announced result. In fact we will 
derive the existence of a weakly symmetric self-duality for factor rings R/l 
of R provided I contains the ideal I, defined in the following lemma. 
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6.1. LEMMA. Let X be the set of pairs (i, j), I d i, j d n, such thut there 
exists some h E { l,..., n} with c(h) # 1 and R, . R, # 0. Then 
I, := @ soc(R,) 
(i,l)cX 
is an ideal of R. 
Proof Let 1 d i, j, k d n. Then soc(R,) . Rjk c soc(R,), because 
J, . soc( R,) . Rjk = 0. Assume (i, j) E X. We claim if soc( R,) . RJk # 0, then 
(i, k) E X. This is clear for c(j) # 1. In case c(j) = 1 we have (i, j) E X, 
whence h E (I,..., n} exists with c(h) # I and Ri,,. R,,j#O; now c(j)= 1 
yields R, . R,= R,, bccausc R,, as a factor of Rj, has length < 1. We get 
0 # soc( R,) ’ Rik G R, . R,k = R,, . R,. RIk G R, . R,, and therefore (i, k) E X. 
We have shown IO. R c I,. In the same way WC see that I, is a left ideal 
ofR. 1 
6.2. THEOREM. Let I, c R be the ideal defined aboce. Then for any ideal 
I of R containing I, the factor ring R/I is weakly symmetric self-dual. 
The proof of 6.2 depends on the following proposition and lemma, the 
proofs of which are postponed until Section 7. 
6.3. PROPOSITION. The ring R is weakly symmetric selFdual, if the 
following assertions hold: 
(A) All si are ring automorphisms qf Ri (1 < id n). 
(B) ~ii~j(x)~uii~u~~~i~~(x) (modJ:(“‘) for all xeRj, l<i#j<n 
with c( tj) > 0. 
(C) a,,(~,,) .uo .T,c~~(x~~) = a,(~~~) .uik (mod Jf’ik’-‘(i’k)) for all 
1 <i#j#k<n with t(ijk)<c(ik). 
6.4. LEMMA. Let I 6 id n. The following congruences hold in Ri: 
(B’) ~ij~~~i(~)~~ii~~ij~~,a,(x) (modJ:“‘/‘-‘)forallx~Rj, 1 <i#jdn 
with c( ij) > 0. 
(C’) aii(ujk) . uii. ti(rik(rrlk) = oik(z+.) . uik (mod Jr(‘k)- ’ -‘(iik)) for all 
l<i#j#k<n with t(ijk)<c(ik). 
Proof of 6.2. Set R’ := R/I. Further let ei, e:j, uk, p: be the residue 
classes of ei, eij, ui,, p, in R’, Ri, :=e:R’e,!, RI := Rji (1 <i, j<n); c’(ij) 
denotes the length of the R,‘- R,‘-bimodulcs Ri, c’(i) and t’(tjk) are to bc 
interpreted analogously. For (i, j) E X, X as in 6.1, we have c’(Q) < c(q). We 
claim that the three assertions (A), (B), and (C) of Proposition 6.3 hold for 
the ring R’, if we assume TV = I u, for all i with c(i) = 1. 
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(A) Let ti be the bijection RI -+ R: induced by T,. If c’(i) = c(i), then 
(i, i) 4 A’, hence c(i) = 1 and T,! = ti = Q K, is a ring automorphism. Otherwise 
c’(i) < c(i) and R: is a factor ring of R,$oc(R,). Therefore T( is a ring 
automorphism of RI, since T, induces a ring automorphism on Ri/soc(Ri). 
(B) If (i,.j)$X, then c(i)=c(j)=l. With T;=%,,, t,='l,+ u,=eithe 
congruence in (B) is immediately clear for this case. If (i, j) E X, then 
c’(ij) < c([j). The congruence to be shown follows from Lemma 6.4(B’). 
(C) If (i,k)~X, then c’(ik)<c(ik); moreover t’(!jk)=min{t(ijk), 
c’(ik)} for any j, as is easily seen, whence c’(ik) - t’(ijk) d c(ik) - 1 - t(ijk). 
The congruence in (C) now follows from Lemma 6.4(C’). If (i, k) C$ X, then 
c(i) = 1 = c(k); and if t(ijk) < c(ik), then eli ‘cik #O, hence c(j) = 1 
(1 d j< n). According to our assumptions we know TV= 1 R,, ~~ = I!,, 
Tk=QRk’ uij = uili = e,, and uIx- = ej. The congruence in (C) holds trivially m 
this case. 1 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 indicates that any weakly symmetric 
self-duality for the ring R/Z, canonically induces a weakly symmetric 
self-duality for any factor ring R/I, I containing I,. This has already been 
shown by Haack in the proof of [ 10, Proposition 4.11, which states that if 
a semidistributive artinian ring has weakly symmetric self-duality, then so 
does every factor of the given ring. Conversely, using this result, a proof of 
Theorem 6.2 would have been done establishing a weakly symmetric 
self-duality for R/I,. 
7. THE OUTSTANDING PROOFS 
Here the proofs are presented that we have postponed in the previous 
sections for better visibility of the structure of the arguments. 
For the proof of Proposition 4.3 we first extract: 
7.1. LEMMA. Let 1 <i, j, k Q n. Further let x := aijk and t := t(ijk) as in 
2.3, i.e., eti . eik = cik . a . pk. Then 
g,,(p,) = ( . PI + C(U) C(Jk) . go 
with 
5 := tijk := +kT;(k)-c(ik) (a). T;WW(U;; 14ik) r(W)). 
The ring element trlk is a unit of R,. 
Proof: Step 1. As a first step note that a := t + c(ij) - c(ik) and 
h := t + c(jk) - c(ik) both are 30: From the definition of r we have 
R, . R,k = J: . e,, = erk ’ JI,. 
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So WC get-using J;‘“‘. R,, = 0 = Rjk. J;Ok’ the equations 
J; + d.ik) . eik = () = ,+ . JI, ’ ?cir), 
hence Jj + c(ik) G f,,(e,) = Jrcik’ and J:’ r(ii) c rHi(eik) = J;“k). Now the 
inequalities I + c(,jk) b c(ik) and t  + c(ij) 3 c(ik) follow. 
Step 2. Elk . eii = E .sjk holds with E := 7;(k) r(ik)(x) . pi: The map 
cik . eijE Uk is an element of R, . 6?,k, becaUse 
t?ik-eqE Uke;ev= (ikeijE Ukej=Rk.i?Jk. 
According to Lemma 3.1(a), we have to check that the two maps gik -ed 
and E .CJk coincide at ejk. This is done easily. 
Step 3. e,/;(c) p;(j)-‘(jk) = 5. p? . p:(j) ‘(0): The map 
ring isomorphism Rk/J$jk’ + R,/J;‘“< se; 4.1(c). That means 
Cjk induces a 
(jjk(x . y) = 6,,(x) . 6jk( L’) (mod Jj’jk)) 
for x, YE Rk. With 2.2(a) then follows 
c,;,(~ . y) . ,;(j) - ok) = cjk(x) . G,,(~) . #J)- r(jk). 
Using 2.6 one now computes 
(s,,(~). p;(J)-d%) = GjkT;(k) dlk)(r). c,,(#). P;(/)--c(Jk) 
- 
= ajkTk 
c(k)--r(ik)(x). Z;(J)-4Jk)(U/<kh>). p: + C(J) dik) 
= ( . p; th-4ik) = 5. r),“. $j)-dO). 
Step 4. Let [E R, with cjk(c,k) = [ .c!,. (Such a < exists, since 
e’j&.(;,k) E ?,,( u,e,) C Uje, = R, .;+) Then 
[ . p;(i)- c(V) = r . p; . pf(A r(V). 
To prove this, one checks 
0, . e,J zzz pf”’ -<‘ii’ . CjJ 
and concludes using the right R-linearity of c,~ 
This gives the desired equation. 
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Step 5. From the equation just proved we get 
( - ( . pff 6 I,,( py M) = J:““‘, 
With 3.1(d) we arrive at 
Pik(L;;k) = ( . ii, = ( . p,” . E,, 
Since t,, fk, o,~, and hence ijlk map units to units, and since cx is a unit in 
Rk resp. 11,~ is a unit in R,, also 5 is a unit in Ri. 1 
7.2. Proqf qf Proposition 4.3. The two maps P,,.)Pz and 7 11:. Cik are 
elements of Six-. According to 4.1(a), we have to show that their images at 
P, are equal. Let a = t + ~(4) - c(ik) as above. Then 
The same argument as for {,,k in 7.1 shows yiik to be a unit of R,. 1 
7.3. Prooj’qf Proposition 6.3. We set 
cp, := p I and M’,, := ,y mqul,- <(.(~/I 1)) 
for 1 d i, j< n. The tvi, arc units of Ri, and the ‘pi are ring automorphisms 
of Ri due to assumption (A). To prove R being weakly symmetric self-dual 
we will show the congruences (wssdl) and (wssd2) of Proposition 5.2 with 
the given vi and w,,. 
Proqf of (wssdl ). Let 1 6 i, j d n, c(ij) > 0, x E Ri. First we show 
~.5”(,).~<m)=U<“‘).T”‘(T (X) ‘I / 1, - 1, I 1, (mod Jr”“) (7.4) 
for all m c N. 
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For m = 0 the assertion is trivial. Assuming (7.4) for m and recalling the 
definition of ~2” + ‘) (see 2.5) we conclude 
cT~T~+‘(X)~~;~+” E auT~(Tj(X))~.~m’.T~(Uii) 
= U<m) .T’“a,i(Tj(X)) .T~(Z+) 
(IlKi.) ” 
= Zdm’.T~(C7,Tj(X)+) 
(A) ‘I 
= U<m) . Ty(Uij. Tic,(X)) 
(U’ ‘J 
= - u<“‘+l> .Tm I I 
JJ I q(x) 
(mod J;‘“‘). 
This proves (7.4). 
Applying ,Tci) , ‘(v’ to both sides of (7.4) for m = c(u) - 1 one gets 
*f(l) ‘WavT;‘” ‘(X). “,T’ E “Vi/ ’ . ,;(i’ ‘(Q(X) (mod J;(v)). 
(7.5) 
Multiplying eventually both sides of (7.5) from left and right by M”~ we 
arrive at (wssdl), since from the definition of ‘pi, ‘pi we have 
Ty(i) I dil)a.,Ty(ii) rJ I ’ = cT;/pJ and , 
Tf(O ‘C&j = Cpp,. 
Proof of (wssd2). Here the computations turn out to be much more 
lengthy. Let l<i#j#k<n, t:=t([jk)<c(ik), r:=xVk, 5:=tikr and 
y := Yiik. 
Preliminmies. As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 7.1, the 
inequalities c(ij) 2 c(ik) - t, c( jk) 2 c(ik) - t hold, whence the ideals JL’“‘, 
.IiCJk) are contained in JfiCik)-’ (1 < h G n). 
Let (hl) E { (zj), (jk) j and x, YE R,, m E N. Then we have the following 
congruences modulo JLCrk)-‘: 
ahAx. Y) = a,,,(x) . a,,(y), (7.6) 
Oh,T;I(X) . Z@’ = 24,<;1> . Tya/,,(X), 
-m 
‘h (U,,<“‘) .T,,mc7h,(Y) = bh,T, “(y) -Th m(U,(m’), 
whl ’ 6h,(P,(X) = qhah,tx) ’ whl. 
(7.7) 
(7.7’) 
(7.8) 
The congruence (7.6) holds, since (Th, induces a ring homomorphism 
R,jJf’“” + R,,/J;‘h”; (7.7) follows from (7.4) and (7.7’) is seen by substitut- 
ing in (7.7) the argument x by r;“‘(y) and applying T,;~; (7.8) is a 
consequence of (wssd 1). 
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Next we record the following equations for 1 < 16 n, u E R,\J,, m,, 
m2 E N, 
UC 
ml+m> =u<w> .*.<ml> <w>), 
, (u * (7.9) 
u (m1+mz> =70w> , (u -<ml)) .U <ml>, (7.9’) 
which are, due to (A), easily proved by induction on m, . 
Now we come to a proof of (wssd2) in seven steps. 
Step 1. The congruence 
“,,(U’y)) .UCrn>. 1, ?pik(a) = CT@,, 7/i '(a) . Id,',"' (mod .I;‘“‘.. ‘) (7.10) 
holds for all m E N. 
Induction on m. The left annihilator of e, . elk in R, is the ideal Jr”k’ ‘. 
Hence for m =0 the congruence (7.10) is derived from the chain of 
equations 
Now assume (7.10) for m > 0. Then (7.10) is seen to be valid for m + 1: too: 
~ri(~l<km+‘>).~,lm”).7~+‘~ik(a) 
E a,(ujkm’ 
(2.5) 
. 7Jn(Ujk)). up -7'(uij). 7y+ ' . aik(r) 
= oij(u~~')'ojj7j"(u,,)'u:m"7~(uij)'7~+'.a;k(r) 
(72) 
5 g..(Q)) .u<'") 
(7.7) y J (I 
. 73,j (U,k) ' 7:"(u,,) ' 7: '- ' ' cik(a) 
= a,‘(u/p). lp 
(A) 
‘7m(a,(uJk).u,.7,aik(a)) 
= 
CC) 
fJ&y') . u,j"') . 7y(ajk(r). Uik) 
= CT,.(U~“>). 14:~) .7ycr,,(a) .7y(uIk) 
(A) 
s d,jr7jk7~'(r). up. 71'(Uik) 
(Ind.) 
= d,JcT,k7k '(a). up+ ') (2.51 (mod J:‘ik’ ‘). 
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Step 2. The congruence 
.ZY*(U5*)) 
rJ 
(mod Jr(ik)--r) (7.11) 
holds for all m E N. 
Multiplying (7.10) from left with ~~7~~) . o~(u,;<~>) and from right with 
u~;<~) we find 
ZpT&(cI) .z&<*) = Uz~<*)~ o&;<*)~ cTj&@)) (mod JT@- ‘). 
Step 3. From now on we set m := c(ik)- t - 1, a := t +c(ij)-cc(&), 
b := t + c(jk) - c(k). (All three are 20.) Then the equations 
w.. .,;(i)-cqp) = cp,~,“(U,<“>) cl (7.12) 
and 
hold. 
wjk. ,;(j)-c(jk)(ujjp)) = qnjzJyyu,;<*>) (7.12’) 
From the definition of wij we have 
w.. _ ,;(i)-~(ij)(~$a>) = T;(i)-c(V)(UL~ (c(ij)- l> . u:a>). rl 
Since c(v) - 1 = a + m, we may with (7.9’) continue 
z~(i)-c(‘i)(u,i<c(‘j)-l> . $“>) 
= p”(‘j)(+(y cm>) . Uz;(a> . $“>) 
= z;G-Cw+~(uz;<*>) = cpiz,“(u,<“>) 
where the last equation follows from ‘pi = zFti)- ’ and c(i) - c(q) + a = 
c(i)- 1 -m. This shows (7.12). The proof of (7.12’) is analogous. 
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Step 4. With 5 := ciik the congruence 
W,& .< E p(“,&f;~ C’ik’(X) . TjJ”,i +))) (mod JFtik)-‘) (7.13) 
holds. 
Using the definitions of 5 and (Pi we see 
M’,& . ,r = - c(k) I - wjk ’ “j&T& dikja). T;(.il cW)(u,<,h)) 
(8j ‘pjajkT;. ,-‘fk’(,) . ,,tlk .Tcj”” .r’qU,(kl’)) 
’ = cP,g,kTk 
(7.11’) 
-‘(a) . ‘/I,?, ‘yu,,& cn’)) 
zi (Pj(a,&plk (a). T,p4,p))). 
Step 5. With -y :=yilk the congruence 
Wij.6,j(W,k) .i’= (P;(~o(OjkTk-"'--'(~)~T,- “‘(Ujk”“‘)) 
. 5, “‘($ ““‘)) (mod J;“k’b ‘) 
holds. 
From the definition of 7 WC get 
(7.14) 
W,, .ci,(W,,) .‘/ S Wo. c?~(W~~. 5). 5:“” r(rJ’(U,ja’) 
= f&Cq(~j ‘(IQ . 5)) . lVi, . ,Fci’ “i”(+)) 
(78’ 
0, c&CQj(qI,: ‘(Wjk . 4)). CpiT; ‘n(Z4,i (““) 
(73j (&(ajj(~j&T: “ik’(%). T,‘“‘(U,; ‘““))) 
T, m(Z4q <n’>) (mod JiCfk’ .‘). 
Step 6. We arrive at 
cp,(a;&(a).u,:.“).T:(w,)= cp,(a,,(r).T;'"(U,,'"')). (7.15) 
We have the chain of equations 
Cp,(O,(ol)~U,<,‘~)~T~(W,) = ~,(cJ,(+U,<,‘>.T; c”‘+-‘(W,k)) 
= Cpi(Gik(+U,‘,‘>.T, m(U,~<(“‘A’ - I’)) 
(,=3.) q,(6,k(r) ‘u,<kl’ “5, ‘n(Tff(~ik”‘).U,k”~‘)) 
= qi(O,k(Ct) . T;m(U;k <“‘))). 
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Step 7. The results of Steps 2, 5, and 6 now lead to 
W&(Wjk) .y (=) cpi(oii(cTjJ,“-‘(a) .z~“(u~<m))).Z,“(u,j(m))) 
(,Tl) cp,(o,(a) . cYG<“>N 
pg) cp,(o,(a). UP) . TXWik) (mod J;@-‘t). 
Multiplying both sides of this congruence by pf we obtain (wssd2) thereby 
completing the proof of 6.3. 1 
7.16. Proofof6.4. Let l<i#j<n, c(ij)>O, XER~. Then 
QTj(X). uij. pi. eii= o,i(z,(x). p,) . r??q 
=~~~(p~.x).e~=u~.p~.o~(x).e~ 
= z.QT~[T~(x) .pi-ev. 
The left annihilator of pi. eV in Ri equals Ji ‘w-’ Therefore the equation . 
above gives the congruence (B’). 
For the proof of (C’) let 16 i # j # k d n such that t := t(ijk) < c(ik); as 
above set CI := aok. Corresponding to the definitions of a, crti, rrik, uij, ujk, 
and uik we proceed with the chain of equations 
a,j(ujk)-uii-pi.eti.ejk=e,j.ujk~pj.ejk=e,i-ejk-p, 
=e,.a.p, ‘+l=oik(a).uik.pi.eik.a~‘a.p: 
=~ik(CI).Uik.pi.~ik(C1-l).eik.a.p: 
=dik(CI).uik.pi.~ik(a-l).eii.e~~ 
=(T~~(cI).u~~.z~(T~~(~-~).~~.~~.~~~. 
The left annihilator of pi. eij. ejk in Ri is Jfcik’- ’ -‘. So we get 
oij(ujk)‘u,~a,(~).u,‘~j~jk(~-l) (mod JF(“)- ’ - ‘), 
Multiplying both sides with rig&(a) we obtain the congruence (C’). 1 
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